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Abstract The breakthrough of environmental genomics of marine microbes has revealed the existence of eubacterial rhodopsin in the sea, named
proteorhodopsin (PR), which can take light to produce bio-energy for cell metabolism. Gene and protein sequence analysis and laser flash-induced
photolysis experiments have validated the function of
PR as light-driven proton-pump. During the pumping
process, light energy is transformed into chemical
gradient potential across plasma inner-membrane,
the potential energy is then used to synthesize ATP.
The finding of PR actually brings to light a novel
pathway of sunlight utilization existing in heterotrophic eubacteria in contrast to the well-known chlorophyll-dependent photosynthesis in the sea. Since the
group of PR-bearing bacteria is one of the numerically richest microorganisms on the Earth, accounting
for 13% of the total in sea surface water, and with
4
averaged cellular PR molecules of 2.5×10 , PRbearing bacteria are a key component not to be ignored in energy metabolism and carbon cycling in the
sea. Based on the understanding of current literature
and our own investigation on PR in the China seas
which indicated a ubiquitous presence and high diversity of PR in all the marine environments, we
propose a conceptual model of energy flow and carbon cycling driven by both pigment-dependent and
-independent biological utilization of light in the
ocean.
Keywords: proteorhodopsin, photosynthesis, marine microbial ecology, proton pump, model of carbon cycling.

The sea is the cradle of photosynthesis on the Earth.
Bio-utilization of light in the sea is usually thought to
be carried out by light-harvesting pigments, such as
normal chlorophyll, divinyl chlorophyll and bacterial
chlorophyll, which exist correspondingly in oxygenic
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eukaryotic algae, oxygenic prokaryotic cyanobacteria
and anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria[1]. However,
recent studies of environmental genome library built on
field samples from the Pacific have revealed, for the
first time, that the carrier of a novel photosynthesis different from the common pigment-based ones ――
proteorhodopsin (PR). PR can directly use light energy
to drive proton transporting out of the plasma innermembrane, so that a proton gradient potential is built
up. The ATP synthase embedded in membrane makes
use of the potential to produce ATP for cell consummation[2]; thus light energy is finally transformed into
chemical energy. The photosynthetic function of PR is
verified by studying their protein structure, spectroscopic characteristics and photochemical reactions[3].
As PR-bearing bacteria account for up to 13% of total
microorganisms in the euphotic zone[4], this novel photosynthesis carried out by PR obviously plays a significant role in material and energy cycling in the marine ecosystem. The discovery of the new form of photosynthesis through which light energy is directly used
makes it essential to renovate the structure of the marine foodweb and the flow and flux of the marine energy model (http://www.mbari.org/news/news_releases/
2002/feb07_delong.html). On the basis of analysis of
recent PR-related literature and our filed investigations
in the China Seas, this paper discusses the distribution,
genetic diversity, and the role of PR in the sea, and proposes a light utilization based marine carbon cycling
model.
1 Classification of rhodopsins and the discovery of
proteorhodopsin
In nature, rhodopsin (retinylidene proteins) is found
in organisms from Archaea to Eukarya[5]. All known
rhodopsins have very similar topological structures
consisting of seven membrane-embedded α-helixes that
form an internal pocket in which the chromophere retinal is bound. Some shifts in relative position of these
helixes may occur in different rhodopsins. Sequence
alignments split known rhodopsin into two distinct
families, namely Type I and Type II. Type I (also called
microbial type or archaeal type), is mainly found in
lower trophics as archaea, while type II is well known
as photosensitive receptor in animal eyes[5].
Rhodopsin in microorganism was first found in archaea Halobacterium salinarum in the 1970s and recorded in some other archaea related to H. salinarum
later on. Archaeal rhodopsins were the focus of
889
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rhodopsin studies over thirty years since its discovery.
Archaeal rhodopsins can be functionally divided into
two classes ―― ion-pump rhodopsin and sensory
rhodopsin. The ion-pump rhodopsins can be further
subclassified into proton-pump (bacteriorhodopsin, BR)
and chloride pump (halorhodopsin, HR). Sensory
rhodopsins (SR) can also be subclassified into SR I and
SR II according to the differences in their gene sequences and spectroscopic characteristics. Both BR and
HR’s maximum absorption wavelength (λmax) are at
about 570 nm. Driven by light, BR transports H+ out of
membrane and establishes an electronic gradient potential to be used by ATP synthase to synthesize ATP for
cell metabolism, while HR can transport Cl− into the
inside of membrane under light so as to sustain the
balance of pH in cell to acclimatize the cell to extreme
environments. Of all rhodopsins, BR is to date the
mostly studied protein and even one of the few membrane proteins with known crystal structure. Almost all
of the functional residues in BR (full length of 248
amino acid residues) have been brought to light: the
biding residues with retinal and Schiff base, protonation
and deprotonation residues[5,6]. SR I and II function as
phototaxis to orange and green light respectively. SR I
owns color-discriminating metabolism to ensue the
cells be attracted to orange light and repelled from UV
light, while SR II seems to have the repellent function
only. In any case, its exertion of the particular function
is closely related to photoisomerization of retinal and
subsequent intermediates in the photochemical reaction[6,7].
Recent studies have discovered rhodopsin-bearing
bacteria other than halobiotic archaea. Since 1999, by
genome sequencing of cultivated microorganisms, wide
presence of archaeal rhodopsin homologies in both
―
bacteria and eukarya domains was revealed[8 10].
However, analysis of sequences and photochemical
cycle have shown that these rhodopsins are of SR type
and therefore are unable to use light energy[11].
Although proton-pumping rhodopsin beyond archaea is
found in a fungi Leptosphaeria maculans most recently[12], it was through the application of bacterial artificial chromosome library (BAC) of marine environmental samples that the proton-pump rhodopsin containing bacteria were brought to light[2,13]. The gene
recorded in BAC has been expressed in Escherichia
coli (the gene-expressing E. coli cells appear red after
the adding of additional retinal, indicating that the
added retinal is bound to gene expressed product). La890

ser flash-induced photolysis experiments have shown
that the time of photochemical cycle is as short as observed in BR (<20 ms)[14], and the flux of proton from
inside to outside of the membrane is detected. All the
above evidence affirmed the function of proton-pump
of the expressed product of the rhodopsin gene from
BAC. The large fragment containing rhodopsin gene
BAC31A08 bears a segment of 16S rDNA through
which the large fragment clone is proved to be from
proteobacteria SAR86. Thus the rhodopsin is named
proteorhodopsin (PR)[2]. In addition, the physical existence of PR has also been verified through laser
flash-induced photolysis on the natural marine samples
by Béjà and his collaborators[15].
The conserved residues of type I rhodopsin in microorganisms, especially residues that form the “internal pocket”, are distinctly different from those of the
rhodopsins of higher organisms. So far, type I rhodopsin has been found in all the three life domains Archaea,
Bacteria and Eukarya, possibly suggesting that the
rhodopsin-induced photosynthesis emerged earlier than
other photosynthesis on the Earth[11].
2 Natural distribution and genetic diversity of PR
in the sea
After the first record of PR in Monterey Bay, many
other field investigations into environmental genome
libraries and PCR techniques have shown that PR are
rich in genetic diversity. At present, over 900 PR sequences have been registered in the GenBank, and
some of them have been found to function as proton-pump. Although most of the obtained PR sequences
have not yet been experimentally verified to be proton-pump, the same conserved amino acid residues as
BAC31A08 at key positions in the sequences suggest
that they are most likely to be the rhodopsins of
light-driven proton-pump.
2.1

Natural distribution

So far, PR sequences have been detected in several
marine sites, such as Monterey Bay of California, Hawaii Ocean-Time Station (HOT station), Red Sea,
Mediterranean Sea, Sargasso Sea and Antarctic Peninsula[4]. All the above areas except Monterey Bay are
oligotrophic environments. However, PR in other marine environments has rarely been touched yet. In the
present study, with published and home-designed primers，we explored the presence and diversity of PR in the
West Pacific marginal seas along the Chinese coasts
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from 20°N―40°N, covering a variety of marine ecosystems from prawn aquatic culture pools, harbors, estuaries to open waters, and from sea surface to 500 m
deep water (Fig. 1). PR positive results were observed
in all the samples from the above areas. Theoretically,
since PR-bearing bacteria can use light energy to supply their heterotrophic metabolism, and are more competitive than other bacteria under trophic stress,
oligotrophic environments will therefore be more suitable for PR bacteria to thrive. However our data
showed a ubiquitous distribution of PR in the marine
environments, implying a high diversity of both PR
proteins and PR-bearing bacteria in the sea. Particularly,
we detected PR at a depth of 500 m in the South China
Sea. This depth is much deeper than the previously reported 100 m, extending the depth boundary of PRbearing bacteria down to the aphotic zone. Although
there was no direct reasoning for the recorded deep PR,
this finding is supported by the illumination experiments on Pelagibacter ubique HTCC1062 (α-proteobacterium), one of the few lab cultivated SAR11 strains,
which can normally grow and express PR proteins in
the dark[16]. Sequence alignment (Fig. 2) and phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 3) showed that our sequences were
mainly from the groups of γ-proteobacteria SAR86-I
and α-proteobacteria.

Fig. 1. Locations of the PR investigation sites in the China Seas (▲
sampled depth at 0, 400 and 500 m; ●sampled of surface).
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2.2

Genetic diversity

Although over 900 pieces of PR sequences have
been acquired by environmental genomics and PCR
analysis so far, we are still at the beginning of the understanding of the diversity of PR in the sea. Alignment
of DNA sequences indicated that the similarities of PR
from different geographical and ecological environments are divergent, and these PR sequences are allocated at different positions in the phylogenetic trees[17].
This suggests that the environmental control and natural selection significantly affect the distribution and
evolution of PR[18]. More studies on the diversity of PR
would reveal their evolution history and diversion time
in different life domains. Although the application of
the first PR sequence revealed by environmental genome analysis in PR primer design is successful, further environmental genome sequencing analysis has
demonstrated much divergent PR sequences that fall
outside of the primary primers. e.g. in field samples
from the Sargasso Sea, Venter et al.[19] found 782
pieces of PR greatly different from the previously
known ones. Therefore, it is essential to redesign primers in exploring PR diversity in different environments.
In the present study, we designed degenerate primers
including specific ones for PR in α-proteobacteria. The
alignment of protein sequences (Fig. 2) showed that the
PR from China Seas also had seven conserved domains
of α-helixes; among these helixes, Helix C and Helix G
contained conserved motif of RXXD and DXXXK. It
should be noticed that the corresponding residue in
RXXD motif was not Asp85 but Gly85 in the two sequences from China Seas (BHBH23-15 and
ECSXMS25-a) (residue position corresponding to BR).
Since Asp85 in motif of RXXD is a must for a rhodopsin to be a functional proton-pump[11,20], functions of
these sequences at the position of 85 with Gly being not
Asp need to be further confirmed, although BHBH2315 and ECSXMS25-a group together with other marine
PR in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3) which indicates that
they are close relatives. On the other hand, as the two
sequences were found in heavily contaminated areas,
the questions as to whether they play a similar role in
resistance or endurance with pollutant as other kind of
bacterial photosynthesis (transformed light energy into
ATP to supply the cell energy metabolism to live
through some adversity), or whether the mutation at the
site was induced by pollutant, and whether its function
has been changed are still open.
891
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Fig. 2. Alignment of primary sequences from the China Seas and other marine areas. Halobacterium salinarum BR; H. salinarum
SRI; H. salinarum SR II; proteorhodopsin: BAC31A08 from Monterey Bay, blue-light absorbing; HOT75 from Pacific HOT Station at
the depth of 75 m, green-light absorbing (refer to sec. 2); SAR11from P. ubique HTCC1062; the rest from the present study. Conserved
residues are marked in bold, different conserved residues are marked with grey background. The alignment was done on the software
of ClUSTALX (1.81) and checked manually.

In addition, the discrepancy of L (Leu93) and Q
(Gln93) between BAC31A08 and HOT75, leads to
their apparent different maximum light absorption
wavelength; after all the ~22% difference makes them
grouped into different evolutionary branches[15].
2.3

Biodiversity of PR-bearing bacteria

The diversity of rhodopsin-bearing bacteria is obviously richer than initially thought. In addition to the
known photo-sensory rhodopsin in cyanobacteria [21]
and PR in proteobacteria[2,16], there are rhodopsin homologies found in Cytophaga-Flavobacterium-Bacteriodes (CFB), one richest group of marine bacteria in
nature[19]. However the CFB rhodopsin sequences have
not been identified in terms of their functions and it is
unknown whether or not they can be expressed in
nature. In contrast, there is plenty of evidence for PR of
SAR86 to support its proton-pump function[2]. Further
studies by Sabehi et al.[22] detailed the bio-distribution
of PR in subgroups of SAR86-I, II, III a and IIIb and
revealed that SAR86’s PR did not evolve in a parallel
pattern with their 16S rRNA gene. The first reported PR
892

of BAC31A08 from SAR86-II subgroup is the mostly
studied and known as PR. Analyses of PR-bearing genomic fragment (HOT2C01) from the North Pacific
subtropical gyre revealed a segment of 16S rRNA
which is confirmed to be from the most abundant marine bacterial group――α-proteobacteria. Unfortunately
the carrier bacterium is not yet further classified due to
the fact that the obtained 16S rRNA segment is not long
enough. Likewise many divergent rhodopsin homologies observed in the Sargasso Sea BAC are probably
originating from variant microorganisms, suggesting
that there exist more divergent PR bearing bacteria in
the sea. Our results showed similar evidence on the
ubiquitous distribution of PR bearing bacteria in diverse marine environments, but the dominant PR carrier were SAR11 bacteria as seen from 16S rDNA
analysis rather than the mostly reported SAR86 bacteria.
Both the groups of SAR86 and SAR11 are very hard to
cultivate in lab. To date, only P. ubique HTCC1062 was
successfully grown in lab[23], which is thought to be the
smallest cultured microbe with a cell volume of 0.01
μm3. By sequencing the whole genome, it is believed
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Fig. 3. Comparative phylogenetic analysis of PR sequences from the China Seas and other marine areas (Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree). The
alignment was done on CLUSTALX (1.81). Software MEGA3 was used to construct the neighbor-joining tree (Kumar et al. 2004). The scale bar represents an estimated number of amino acid replacements per position. Percentages on the branch refer to bootstrap values of 100 calculated trees. Halobacterium salinarum BR; H. salinarum SR I; H. salinarum SR II; proteorhodopsin: BAC31A08 are from Monterey Bay, blue-light absorbing; HOT75
from Pacific HOT Station at a depth of 75 m, green-light absorbing (refer to sec. 3); SAR11from P. ubique HTCC1062; All others are from the China
Seas.

that P. ubique HTCC1062 also has the most contracted
genome structure. It is also shown by proteomics
analysis to have the similarity of 49.4% to
BAC31A08[16,24]. Comparative alignment of protein
sequences showed that the protein from SAR11 bacterium had the sequence characteristics of proton-pump
PR.
3

Spectroscopic characteristics of PR

The sequences of PR from surface waters are much
different from those in deeper waters, although they all
expressed in E. coli and verified to be able to bind
added retinals to form proton-transporting active proteins. These differences in sequence are related to the
differences in PR protein structure which is adapted to
the different wavelengths of light at different water
depths[15]. The spectroscopic characteristics of PR split
the known active proteins of PR into three groups,
namely green-light PR (GPR), blue-light PR (BPR) and
blue-green-light PR (B-G-PR). The shift of absorption
maxima wavelength of PR mainly result from the muwww.scichina.com
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tations of residues at the sites of 65, 70 and 105 which
bring on red or blue shifts.
GPR is the first reported PR and the known GPRs
accounts for a majority of known PRs. GPR is found in
the illumination surface waters of Pacific Oceans,
Mediterranean and Red Seas, etc. Spectroscopic studies
on active GPR by isolation and purification have
showed that it has maximum absorption on green-light
with the absorption peak (λmax) of 525 nm. In contrast
to GPR, BPR and B-G-PR have λmax at 490 and 515 nm
―
respectively[25 27]. The residues at the sites of 65, 70
and 105 of GPR BAC31A08 found in surface waters of
Monterey Bay are Ser, Gly and Leu, respectively, while
corresponding residues of BPR from 75 m at the HOT
Station are Ser, Gly and Gln, respectively. Obviously
the spectroscopic difference between GPR and BPR is
the reflections of the different residues (Leu105 and
Gln105, respectively). Since B-G-PR contains Gln instead of Leu at position 105, its spectrum is expected to
shift to blue wavelengths, i.e. to 490―500 nm. However, the residues of B-G-PR at the positions of 65 and
893
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70 are respectively Pro and Asp not corresponding to
Ser and Gly in GPR and BPR. Therefore, it appears that
the algebraic sum of red shifts caused by the two additional mutations at positions 65 and 70 and the blue
shift caused by the change in position 105 causes the
intermediate maximum of 515 nm[27]. The effects of
these specific residues on absorption spectroscopy were
supported by the point mutation experiments.
Despite of the differences in spectroscopy, both GPR
and BPR function as proton-pump as revealed by laser
flash-induced photolysis experiments. However,
whether B-G-PR is rhodopsin of proton-pump is still
unclear. Similar to the photochemical reaction of BR,
laser flash induces the photochemical reaction, which is
a repeat cycle. The measurement of time-resolution
absorption spectroscopy of intermediate in the cycle
may characterize the intermediates and tell us what the
intermediate is and when it appears. One photochemical cycle of GPR and BPR only takes 20 ms or less.
The short-time cycle is the typical profile of the protonpump rhodopsin in comparison with the 300 ms half
time of the cycle of sensory rhodopsin[7]. Although the
expressed B-G-PR in E. coli can transport proton out of
cell, the data of laser flash-induced measurements have
shown that its time of photochemical cycle (halftime>600 ms) is the longest among the known PR. Previous work indicated that SRII could transport proton
in the absence of the co-transmitting signal molecule[28,29]. It is no doubt that there is less signal molecule assorted to B-G-PR, so proton-pump function of
B-G-PR with so long a cycle time is questioned. Nevertheless we cannot disapprove the proton-transporting
function of B-G-PR under the explanation that the long
cycle time is an adaptation to the light intensity and
spectra in their natural niches[11]. In the present study,
the PR we detected at the depth of 500 m has the same
essential key residues as BAC31A08, and presumably
has a λmax of 525 nm. Although it is hard to interpret
the observations at this stage, the following possibilities
might be useful clews for further exploration: The PR
functions as a light sensor, probably related to the
light-repellent behavior of the organisms, and there
should be some previously unknown residues in the PR
sequences controlling tightly the spectroscopic shifts;
As an assistant way to supply energy, PR may remain
silent and do not express protein under certain conditions just like the rhodopsin in the animal brain; Marine
PR may have unknown function other than light-sensor
or ion-transporter. At any rates, to answer these ques894

tions, further studies and successful isolation of cultured strain turns to be necessary.
4

Ecological significance of PR

As indicated by recent literature, PR is involved in α
-proteobacteria, γ -proteobacteria and CFB which are
the most abundant and widely distributed bacteria in
marine environments. According to BAC analysis,
PR-bearing bacteria may account for up to 13% of the
total microorganisms in surface water[4]. Having in
mind the wide distribution, high diversity and great
abundance of PR bacteria, one could estimate a rough
photosynthesis flux through the cellular PR content of
2.4×104 molecule as with the case of SAR86[15] and
photoreceptor quantum conversion efficiency[30,31],
which would be a great number not to be ignored in any
model of energy flow or carbon cycling. Giovannoni et
al.[16] have even proposed a higher estimation of 25000
PR molecules per cell, and indicated that PR molecules
occupy 20% of inner superficial area of a cell, adding
further accounts to the role of PR in marine photosynthesis. Such an estimation would become more accurate
only if more strains are isolated and cultured in the lab
and further specialized techniques become available to
the field. In any case, light energy utilized through the
PR path would play a significant role in the marine
ecosystem.
Covering about 71% of the surface of the Earth, the
ocean is the biggest carbon pool of this planet. Carbon
fixation by photosynthesis is the key link of ocean carbon cycling. Previous understanding of photosynthesis
in the sea is mainly established on the basis of photosynthetic pigments. The discovery of PR has brought to
light a novel pathway of marine photosynthesis which
is independent of pigments. This is a breakthrough in
the conventional concept of biological utilization of
light energy in the sea and is challenging the assessment of primary production based on photosynthetic
pigments either through in situ measurements or remote
sensing observation.
We hereby propose a frame model of bio-utilization
of light and carbon cycling in the ocean based on the
understanding of literature knowledge and our own data
(Fig. 4). In this model, light energy utilization pathways
are sorted into three categories: Path I is chlorophyll
dependent oxygenic photosynthesis with photosystem I
and photosystem II, through which light is captured and
transformed into chemical energy and carbon dioxide is
fixed to organic carbon. This photosynthesis is carried
Chinese Science Bulletin
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Fig. 4. A model of light bio-utilization and carbon cycling in the sea. Chl, Chlorophyll; BChl, bacteriochlorophyll; PR, proteorhodopsin; PS I and II,
photosystem I and II; PP, proton pump.

out by marine algae/phytoplankton (with normal chlorophyll) and cyanobacteria (normal chlorophyll or divinyl chlorophyll). Path II is bacteriochlorophyll-dependent anoxygenic photosynthesis, and the owners of
this pathway are aerobic and anaerobic anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria, which can transform light into
chemical energy but can not fix carbon due to lack of
photosystem II. Path III is PR-depending light utilization. Lacking photosystem I and II, the carrier,
PR-bearing bacteria directly trap light by PR and use
proton-pump to produce ATP. These three pathways
constitute the major mechanisms of light bio-utilization
in the sea and drive the energy flow and carbon cycling
in different ways: Pathway I directly leads to the fixation of carbon dioxide, whereas path II and III produce
ATP so as to reduce the consummation of organic carbon contributing indirectly to carbon fixation by the
ocean (Fig. 4).
5

Prospects

So far, only about 1% of total marine microorganisms are cultured. The understanding of the role of
bacteria in marine ecosystem is still very limited. Application of molecular techniques in the studies on marine microorganism has broken the limitation of culture-dependent methods. It is no doubt that molecular
techniques are a powerful tool in exploration of the role
of functional bacteria. Especially, the recent developed
environmental genomic techniques that have great potentials in expedition of unknown microbes as demonstrated by the environmental genome shotgun sequencing of the Sargasso Sea[19] is honored as one of the
breakthroughs of the year 2004 of Science magazine[32].
Meanwhile other techniques should also be developed
www.scichina.com
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so as to compensate for BAC in exact information of
specific function genes, in-situ physiological, ecological functions, etc. Our preliminary results indicated that
in-situ PCR can mend partially the shortcoming of
BAC. Meanwhile, quantification of the PR-bearing
bacteria is essential in understanding the significance of
the role of PR in an ecosystem. As in the case of another functional group of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria (AAPB)[33], accurate enumeration of
AAPB had been a limiting factor in correct understanding of their distribution pattern in marine environments until the technique of time-series-observation-based Infrared epifluorescence microscopy
(TIREM) was established[34]. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical frame of the role of PR in carbon cycling in the marine ecosystem, while a better understanding of the degree of the significance of such a role is awaiting accurate PR quantification techniques.
On the other hand, culture of PR-bearing bacteria in
the lab is in urgent need as well. Only when enough
typical strains of PR-bearing bacteria become available,
could one take a detailed look at their physiological and
ecological aspects including photochemical reaction,
in-site function as proton-pump or photo-sensor; photosynthetic quantum yield efficiency; photosynthesis
switch on or off, etc. In addition, attentions should also
be paid to future applications of PR proteins, not only
proton-pump type but also SR ones. e.g., the signal
transmitting mechanism of SR is quite promising in
information technology, such as optical information
storage, processing, light-controlling switch, lightelectronic detection, light modulator, light filtration,
and light transistor[35].
In a word, studies on PR has brought us new under895
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standings of energy flow and materials cycling in the
sea. Future in-depth study would not only promote the
development of the discipline, but also contribute to the
exploitation and utilization of marine microbial resources.
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